
 

Welcome to Opposition, Mr Miliband 

As the new Leader of Her Majesty‟s Loyal Opposition, you now have a central role, not just 

in the leadership of your party, but in the democratic process of this country.  Whilst you 

hope that you are now leading the UK‟s government-in waiting, the opposition also has an 

important job to do holding the current government to account, and your challenge is to 

ensure both roles are fulfilled. 

Here are some things you may like to know:  

1. Terms and conditions 
 

As Leader of the Opposition, you will now be paid an extra salary (currently an additional £73,617 on 
top of your MPs‟ pay) for what will now be a very full-time job.  You have Stanley Baldwin to thank 
for this – he introduced the salary when he reformed ministerial salaries in the 1937 Ministers of the 
Crown Act, having decided it was „right, and, indeed, necessary‟ for the Leader of the Opposition to 
be made financially independent.  Harriet Harman, as Leader since the election, has been taking only 
£63,098 of her entitlement.   

You will also have use of a car and driver from the Government Car Service.  This has been provided 
since the early 1970s, when the sight of Harold Wilson queuing for a taxi shortly after losing office as 
Prime Minister prompted Labour‟s then Chief Whip Bob Mellish to negotiate the provision of an 
official car, which was agreed by Edward Heath.  You might decide in the current financial climate to 
restrict your use of the car, and will of course remember the embarrassment David Cameron had to 
endure when his driver followed him and his bike into work. 

2. Place of work 
 
Having been used to the palatial splendour of many government offices, you will find the 
accommodation provided to you in opposition rather restricted.  Assuming you base yourself in the 
House of Commons, you would traditionally have had the use of a suite of offices underneath Big 
Ben in the Palace of Westminster, adjoining the Shadow Cabinet Room.  These rather gloomy gothic 
rooms (previously the Serjeant at Arms‟ residence) were secured by Margaret Thatcher in 1976 when 
she outgrew the previous Leader‟s room along the corridor, which is now allocated to the Home 
Secretary.  Every Leader from Thatcher to Iain Duncan Smith was then based here, until in 2003 
Michael Howard moved to a more spacious suite in the Norman Shaw South outbuilding.  David 
Cameron took these over when he became Leader, and you will presumably wish to do likewise, 
whilst still using the historic Shadow Cabinet Room for the weekly meetings of your top team. 
 
The Norman Shaw suite has a large corner room for you, with a conference table, armchairs and a 
desk in the corner.  As with ministerial offices in government, there is a small private office adjoining 
it to one side, and a larger open-plan room for senior staff on the other.  Several further offices lead 
off the wide L-shaped main corridor, providing space for your senior staff and policy advisers.  The 
Parliamentary Commission for Standards has accepted that it is not practical for you to separate your 
parliamentary and political roles, so you will be allowed to run most of your activity from here, but 
do not push this too far – David Cameron was told he could not hold party fund-raising events in his 
Commons office, and these should take place elsewhere. 



 
 

3. Short of Money 
 
Of your Shadow Cabinet colleagues, only your Chief Whip, plus the Opposition Leader and Chief 
Whip in the Lords will receive an extra salary.  The rest of your team will have to carry out their 
front-bench duties on basic MPs‟ pay.  But thanks to former Leader of the House Ted Short, you do 
have a lifeline of extra funding to pay for research staff and to support your Parliamentary opposition 
activities.   
 
This „Short Money‟ has been increased several times over the last few decades, and is now a 
substantial fund.  The Labour Party is now entitled to some £4.5m of general funding per year, plus 
£130,000 for official travel, and just over £600,000 for you to run your office.  The money must be 
spent purely on the opposition‟s “Parliamentary business”, but there are no detailed rules on what it 
can fund.  In opposition, several Labour members argued for more detailed accounting for the funds 
used by the Conservative Party, and arguments for reform are likely to resurface following the 
Parliamentary expenses scandal.  Nevertheless, with your own party‟s finances in a delicate state, you 
should raise a toast to Ted Short (now Lord Glenamara) for keeping you in business. 
 

4. In the shadows, no-one can hear you scream 

Enjoy your week in Manchester – the media will be there in force, hanging on your every word.  You 
will get front-page coverage, glowing personal profiles, and be rushed from interview to interview, 
surrounded by party minders and cheered by your supporters.  But it won‟t always be like this.  Soon 
you will find the media are less interesting in what you have to say than what even junior ministers 
are announcing.  This is to be expected – but it will hurt. 
 
Whilst you will be frustrated at your lack of control of the media agenda, you must be careful of your 
own media image.  The public will form a view of you very early on, and this will prove almost 
impossible to change.  When it comes to photo opportunities, hugging huskies or heading footballs 
with Kevin Keegan might be OK, but you will probably want to avoid walking on stony beaches, 
drinking cocktails at the Notting Hill Carnival or wearing a baseball cap under any circumstances.  
Bananas might be best avoided, too.     
 

5. Rewire the machine whilst the power is off 

 
For 13 years in power your party machine has played a secondary role to the vast armies of civil 
servants working for your government‟s agenda in Whitehall and across the country.  Now your only 
support system is that provided by your party, so it is important to get it right.  You can take this 
opportunity, as many other opposition leaders have done, to reform and update your party structures 
and make it a more effective campaigning force. 
 

6. Make the most of it 
 
Opposition can be a frustrating and demoralising experience.  But the job you do is vital to the health 
of our democracy, as well as to your own party‟s future prospects.  You need to balance the twin roles 
of holding the government to account and developing your own distinct policy platform.  You may 
feel there are few advantages to being out of power, but one of them is having the time and space to 
think.  You should not waste the opportunity. 
 
And finally... 
 
Opposition has been sadly neglected as a subject of academic study and political development, with 
almost all the focus being given to government.  The Centre of Opposition Studies aims to redress this 
imbalance, and we hope you will support us in our work.  Keep in touch with us at: 
 

www.oppositionstudies.com 
 


